Abstract-The scatterometer wind estimation process results in several possible wind vectors (ambiguities) at each resolution cell. The current ambiguity selection technique applied to SeaWinds on QuikSCAT data requires outside data as part of the initialization. An advanced ambiguity selection algorithm known as BYU point-wise does not use nudging data; rather, it utilizes a low-order Karhunen Loeve (KL) wind field model to promote self-consistency. In application to a subset of SeaWinds data, BYU point-wise selects 93% of the same ambiguities as the JPL method. On a set of non-storm error regions, BYU point-wise performed subjectively better in 55% of regions and subjectively worse in only 11% of regions. In cyclonic-storm cases, BYU pointwise performed subjectively better in 11% of regions while performing worse in 23% of regions. Thus, BYU point-wise generally produces more consistent results in non-storm regions without the aid of external nudging data.
I. INTRODUCTION Scatterometers estimate the normalized backscatter cross section (
¡ ) of the ocean by transmiting a signal and measuring the power in the return. Ku-band radar signals scatter mainly from wind-induced ocean capillary waves making ¡ a function of the wind. This relationship is known as the Geophysical Model Function (GMF). Due to noise and the symmetry of the GMF, the traditional point-wise estimation process results in several possible solutions at each wind vector cell known as ambiguities. An additional ambiguity selection step is required to select a unique solution to the wind.
To enhance self-consistency, NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) nudges the initial point-wise wind estimate with numeric weather prediction wind fields. The point-wise median filter [3] then iteratively selects the ambiguity at each wvc matching the surrounding flow. Although nudging generally produces consistent wind fields, it also creates a dependence on outside information. This paper describes a new self-contained point-wise ambiguity selection technique known as BYU point-wise which eliminates the use of nudging data. This method utilizes a loworder Karhunen-Loeve (KL) model to create an estimate of the overall wind flow used to initialize the point-wise ambiguity selection process. A correction algorithm then reestimates and corrects data that is not self-consistent. The algorithm is applied to SeaWinds on QuikSCAT data and results from a test data set are presented. We find that BYU point-wise generally selects the same ambiguities as traditional point-wise ambiguity selection with increased performance in regions of low frequency winds.
II. SEAWINDS ON QUIKSCAT GEOMETRY BYU point-wise is customized to the geometry of SeaWinds on QuikSCAT. This Ku-band scatterometer, launched in mid-1999 and currently operated by NASA, is a dual pencil-beam instrument with a wide 1800 km swath. SeaWinds data is segmented into (approximately) 25 ¤ 25 km resolution wind vector cells (wvcs) with a total swath size for one revolution (rev) of 76 wvcs in the cross track direction and 1624 wvcs in the along track direction. Along the swath edges (the outer 8 wvcs on either side of the cross track), the instrument only receives measurements from the outer beam. This results in low instrument skill for those wvcs i.e., a low percentage of correct "most likely" ambiguities. Also, we generally only deal with the inner 72 wvcs due low instrument skill on the outer wvcs. IV. OVERVIEW OF BYU POINT-WISE The BYU point-wise ambiguity selection algorithm has three main steps: (1) estimation of high instrument skill regions, (2) estimation of low instrument skill regions, and (3) reestimation of inconsistencies. In estimating high instrument skill regions (the inner-beam portion of SeaWinds swath), an initial low resolution wind field is determined by modeling the major flow produced by the first and second ambiguities. The point-wise median filter is initialized from this low order wind field. Low instrument skill regions (the swath edges) are separately estimated by extrapolation from the inner-beam portion. A reestimation routine then locates, masks out, and repairs inconsistencies in the selected wind field. The masking and repairing steps are repeated until the wind field meets certain convergence criteria. The following sections describe each of these steps in more detail.
A. Initial Estimate: The Swath Center
An initial step estimates the inner-beam portion of the swath (a region of high instrument skill). In order to enhance selfconsistency of the estimated wind, a low order wind field is formed using the KL model. This estimate is created by (1) making an initial least-squares model fit to the first ("most likely") ambiguity field, (2) setting all wvcs to the closest first or second ambiguity to the model fit, (3) masking out cells inconsistent with the model fit, and (4) making a second model fit, weighting out inconsistent cells. The following steps outline how this is applied to SeaWinds data. 
B. Estimation of Low Instrument Skill Regions: The Swath Edges
The initial estimate includes only the inner portion of the swath. Due to low instrument skill in the outer-beam region, estimation of swath edges must be done separately. We make no assumption about the correctness of the first ambiguities on the swath edges. Instead, we use the wind flow of the innerbeam region to infer a solution for the outer-beam region. This is done by extrapolating values for the outside cells via the KL model. The following iterative algorithm accomplishes this. 
C. Reestimating Inconsistent Regions
Errors in ambiguity selection are generally evidenced by inconsistencies in the selected wind flow [1] . In order to correct possible ambiguity selection errors errors, we develop an inconsistency/ambiguity selection error flag followed by a correction algorithm.
Inconsistency Flag To locate possible inconsistencies in the wind flow, we median filter and then average filter the swath. Both of these techniques remove noise, but the average filter smoothes edges, while the median filter preserves edges. Cells that exhibit substantial vector error between the two types of filtered fields are flagged as inconsistent. This "edge detection" scheme locates ambiguity selection errors and wind flow inconsistencies caused by natural phenomena such as fronts.
Ambiguity Selection Error Flag Ambiguity selection errors are generally not limited to isolated points, but groups of connected wvcs. After detecting the location of inconsistencies, an additional step is performed which locates all regions isolated by the cells flagged as inconsistent, and either (1) low wind speed cells, (2) the swath edge, or (3) non-data points (land/ice). Because these cells are isolated by the inconsistency flag, they can be confidently identified as entire regions of ambiguity selection errors and are additionally flagged as possible ambiguity selection errors. These flagged cells are reestimated by the repair process.
Repair Process All regions flagged as inconsistent are reestimated through interpolation using the KL model by the following routine. 
V. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The BYU point-wise ambiguity selection algorithm is evaluated on revs 1000-1050 of JPL L2B data. Direct comparison of the ambiguities chosen by the BYU algorithm and the JPL product is summarized in Table I . Table I shows that the BYU algorithm selects slightly less first ambiguities than the JPL product and slightly more of the other ambiguities. Like the JPL product, the BYU algorithm selects a majority of first and second ambiguities (about 85%). This suggests that the overall flow of the wind is dictated mainly by the first two ambiguities. The other ambiguities are chosen in approximately the same proportion as the JPL product.
Further, BYU point-wise selects over 93% of the same ambiguities as the JPL product in the test data set. Thus, the BYU algorithm gives generally the same result as the JPL product, independently validating JPL's technique.
A. Comparison of Problem Areas
Here, we provide a subjective comparison of the JPL and BYU results on ambiguity selection error and storm regions. The sample data set for both BYU and JPL products was manually examined for possible ambiguity selection errors and cyclonic storms. These areas range in size from a few cells up to hundreds of cells. It is estimated that the ambiguity selection errors cover up to 5% of the data. The total number of ambiguity selection error regions and cyclonic storm regions are 196 and 61 respectively. Each area containing either an ambiguity selection error or a storm is identified as "good" if there subjectively appears to be no errors in the selected field, or "poor" if there appears to be errors present. Table II summarizes statistics for the study.
For most areas containing possible ambiguity selection errors, the BYU algorithm performs better. This is generally true where the JPL's first estimate is corrupted by rain or noise from which the JPL algorithm cannot recover. From manual inspection, areas where both fail usually appear to not be repairable. Areas where only the BYU algorithm fails generally contain fine scale detail or extreme winds. These areas are often smoothed over by the KL model's low-pass effect. In order to correct such areas, they must be detected and processed separately. An important result of this analysis is that only 7% of cyclonic storm regions are identified as poor in both methods simultaneously. This indicates that storm ambiguity selection can be improved by combining the JPL and BYU algorithms. Some examples of manually inspected ambiguity selection error and cyclonic storm regions are given in Fig. 1. VI. CONCLUSIONS BYU point-wise uses a data-driven model rather than a nudging field to produce self-consistent wind fields. In addition, a correction routine locates and corrects further inconsistencies in the wind. BYU point-wise generates the same basic wind flow as the current JPL product and produces less areas of possible ambiguity selection errors in non-storm regions. Only 7% of cyclonic storm regions contain significant errors in both BYU and JPL data sets. These results demonstrate that ambiguity selection can be effectively performed without the use of nudging data. In addition, ambiguity selection can be significantly improved by combining nudging and non-nudging techniques.
